In this paper we project to develop two methods for computing the principal matrix pth root. Our approach makes use of the notion of primary matrix functions and minimal polynomial. Therefore, compact formulas for the principal matrix pth root are established and significant cases are explored.
Introduction
Recently the study of the matrix pth root attract much attention, for the sake of its applications in various fields of mathematics, engineering and many problems of applied science. For example, in the field of systems theory, owing to its closed relation with the matrix sector function [16] . The matrix pth roots are also deployed in the computation of matrix logarithm through an interesting usual relation, see for example [7] . Others applications arise in areas such as matrix differential equations, nonlinear matrix equations, finance and health care [11] . Notably, the matrix pth root was the key in the proof of Floquet theorem for the difference equations. Therefore, various theoretical and numerical methods have been provided for evaluating this matrix functions (see [6] , [10] , [14] , [15] , [16] ). Sadeghi et al. [15] propose a method for computing the principal pth root of matrices with repeated eigenvalues; which is based on the properties of constituent matrices. Guo [10] gives new convergence results for Newton's and Halley's method. Iannazzo [14] provides a Newton's iteration and derives a general algorithm for computing the matrix pth root, he demonstrates convergence and stability for this algorithm in a specific convergence region. Theoretical results and some algorithms have been presented by Bini et al. [6] . Yet, a Schur method was proposed by Smith [16] for computing the matrix pth root.
Similarly to the matrix logarithm function (see for example [11] , [12] , [1] , [9] ) the definition of the matrix pth root and the principal matrix pth root is not easy to identify, we give here the basic tool for our study. Let A be a real or complex matrix of order r and p ≥ 2 be a positive integer. Any matrix X such that X p = A is called pth root of A. When A has no eigenvalues on R − (the closed negative real axis), then there exists a unique matrix X such that X p = A; and whose eigenvalues are belonging to the set {z; −π/p < arg(z) < π/p}, where arg(z) denotes the argument of the complex number z. In this case the unique matrix X is called the principal pth root of the matrix A and is a primary matrix function of A (see [11] and [12, Ch. 6] ). It is denoted by X = A 1/p . For details about theory of Matrices, we refer the reader to the books [11] and [12] .
In this paper we deal with two methods for computing the principal matrix pth root. The methods involve nothing more than the notion of primary matrix functions, minimal polynomial and the Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation polynomial (see [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [8] , [9] , [13] ). More precisely, if
is the minimal polynomial of A, we are interested in two decompositions of the form
and the scalars Ω (p)
k satisfy the linear system of m equations. Thereby, we establish some formulas of the principal matrix pth root of A (r ≥ 2). For reasons of clarity, some new particular cases are examined and others existing in the literature are paraphrased. Moreover, significant examples are also presented, for illustrating our various results. We emphasize that our formulas are not current in the literature The material of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study some explicit formulas of the principal matrix pth root, by using the decomposition
Section 3 is also devoted to the computation of the principal matrix pth root, here our approach rests on the decomposition
Furthermore, the case p = 1/2 for 3 × 3 matrices is explored, in light of our results. Finally, some concluding remarks and perspectives are given in Section 4.
Throughout this paper, A 1/p represents the principal matrix pth root and Sp(A) will designate the set of all eigenvalues of A. 
Polynomial expression of
where f (z) = z 1/p is the pth root function considered on its principal branch. Notice that f is defined on the spectrum of A, in other words the values
We formulate the main result of this section as follows.
Theorem 2.1 Let p ≥ 2 be an integer and
Proof. Consider the complex function f (z) = z 1/p defined on its principal branch. The function f (A) = A 1/p is a primary matrix function of A, then there exist a polynomial q of degree m−1 and m unique scalars Ω
k A k (for more details see [9, 11, 12, 13] ). Besides, the Jordan canonical form of A is
where J * A is the direct sum of Jordan blocks corresponding to the eigenvalues μ i ; the orders of which are ≤ m i (if there exist). Since J
And a direct computation shows that [
(see [8] ), we have thereby the following system
k does not produce any new equations. As a matter of fact the previous system of m equation and m unknowns admits a unique solution. 2 Similar expressions to [4] , [8] and the principal matrix logarithm Log(I − tA) in [1] . We recall that, such expression is called the polynomial decomposition in [1] , [3] , [4] , [8] . Moreover, assume that A, B ∈ M r (C) are two similar matrices, that means there exists a non-singular matrix Z such that B = Z −1 AZ. If A satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1, we get
The computation of the principal matrix square root of a given matrix can be derived easily from Theorem 2.1 as follows.
Corollary 2.2 Under the conditions of the Theorem 2.1, the principal square root of a matrix
A ∈ M r (C) is A 1/2 = m−1 k=0 Ω (2) k A k , where the scalars Ω (2) k (0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1
) are the solutions of the linear system of equations
In the following example, we will apply Corollary 2.2 for computing the square root of a 3 × 3 matrix with two distinct eigenvalues.
Example 2.3 Let consider
1 and Ω
2 verify the linear system
0 + 3Ω . Hence, we obtain
3 Another approach for computing A 1/p
The general setting.
In this subsection we are concerned in the computation of the principal matrix pth root A 1/p (p ≥ 2), with the aid of the Lagrange-Sylvester polynomial approach. That is, for a matrix A in M r (C), with minimal polynomial
, and a function f defined on the spectrum of A, there exists a unique polynomial r of degree less than m such that f (A) = r(A) (see [9, Ch. 5] ). In the literature, the polynomial r(A) is known as the Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation polynomial of f on the spectrum of A.
By incorporating the properties of the Jordan canonical form of the matrix A, we manage to bring out the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.1 Let p ≥ 2 be an integer, and A ∈ M r (C) with
Sp(A) ⊂ C \ (R − ∪ {0}), and M A (z) = s k=1 (z − λ k ) m k ( s k=1 m k = m ≤
r). Then, we have
where the scalars Ω
Proof. Consider the analytical function f :
Recall that f is well defined on the spectrum of A, applying the Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation polynomial for f , we have
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that all eigenvalues of A are semisimples. Therefore, the Jordan canonical form of A will take the form
s, the entries of the matrix
m j are equal to 0 except for the kth diagonal block. The equality of blocks applied to (3), leads to
m j is upper triangular, with the ith upper diagonal elements are all equal to
. . , m k − 1 (for more details see [8] ). And a direct computation shows that the elements on the ith upper diagonal of the matrix
. , m k − 1. Therefore, we manage to get the system of linear equations (2) as desired.2
For reason of clarity, suppose that A owns two distinct eigenvalues λ and μ lying in
2,0 , and Ω (p) 2,1 satisfy the linear system
As a matter of a fact, we have Ω
. For illustrating this case we consider the following example.
Example 3.2 Let p = 4 and A
2,0 = 3 
Thus, we can formulate the following corollary.
Corollary 3.3 If
A has a single eigenvalue λ ∈ C\(R − ∪{0}) of multiplicity m ≤ r , then
Using the notion of primary matrix functions and the previous formula we have
It turn out that a similar formula may be inferred with the aid of Theorem 2.1. Now, let suppose that A owns m distinct eigenvalues. A direct application of Theorem 3.1 permits us to recover the following Lagrange-Sylvestre interpolation property.
Corollary 3.4 (Lagrange Interpolation
Our results are valid for square matrices of large size, for reason of clarity we will examine the case of 3 × 3 matrices.
Study of the principal matrix square root of 3 × 3 matrices
This subsection is devoted to explore the principal square root of 3×3 matrices, using results established in Subsection 3.1. Various expressions are provided depending on the expression of minimal polynomial. Let A ∈ M 3 (C), throughout this subsection we will assume that A satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.1.
We begin by supposing that A admits a single eigenvalue λ, from Corollary 3.3, it follows that
2 and
Example 3.5 Consider
the computation of the principal square root of this matrix, can be derived easily from the corresponding formula. That is, a direct computation allows us to have, 
For the second case, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that
where Ω
μ,0 satisfy the system : Ω 
Concluding remarks and perspectives
From one end to the other, in the preceding sections we have developed a method, to calculate the principal matrix pth root, where the notion of primary matrix functions, Jordan canonical form and Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation play a central role. In contrast, the resolution of a linear system is required to obtain explicit formulas for the principal matrix pth root. As far as we know, most part of our results are not current in the literature.
